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I’m writing this from my enforced isolation in Sussex, looking forward to when we can 

venture out again other than for the weekly grocery shopping.  The weather for the last month 

has been superb with barely a sound of traffic or aircraft, the garden is blooming and the air is 

fresh.  However, I still get to take in the old car smells in the garage, a mixture of oil, petrol, 

old leather and, dare I say, two-stroke from my other machinery. 

 

People are getting on with their restorations and fettling and even writing to me with some 

interesting snippets.  This means that the September 4-page spread in Safety Fast! should be 

jam packed (although always room for more!). 

 

Jim Andrews, our Chairman, sent me one of his photos taken at the Normandy event in 2013 

(happy days!) showing a good line-up of VAs parked in a layby during one of the runs. 

Speaking of SVW events, it’s looking very likely now that this year’s event based at Battle 

will be postponed until next year.  Any bookings and deposits will be carried over until next 

year as John and Gary have already secured similar dates at the hotel.  This would mean that 

Lincolnshire will be held in 2022 instead and 2023 will be in Europe.  We will post updates 

on the Facebook group and website immediately we have them and the July edition of Safety 

Fast! will have definite news. 

 

Next month I’ll report on the work I’m doing to sort out my fuel sender.  The biggest job was 

to get the boot floorboards out.  They were never secured during my long-term ownership 

until my VA went to SVW at Hull in 2010, their interlocking nature and weight being 

sufficient (plus the weight of everything I carry in the boot).  It came back with lots of 

securing bolts with inaccessible nuts underneath, plus a rather neat angled bracket to join the 

two boards together, all of which are probably as it left the factory. 

 

So, until next month, stay safe at home and look forward to the gradual opening up of the 

lockdown, which I think will have started by the time you read this. 

 

 


